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Q1

Your Information

Name Hadeel Jeanne

Email Address hadeel@hadeeljeanne.com

Phone Number 904-327-9195

Q2

I have reviewed the instructions at the top of this page

Yes

Q3

Campaign contact information

Candidate first name Hadeel

Candidate last name Jeanne

Campaign email hadeel@hadeeljeanne.com

Campaign phone 904-327-9195

Q4

Is the candidate a Democrat?

Yes

Q5

Jurisdiction

WA Legislative District 46

Q6

Position Sought

State Representative
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Q7

Position number

01

Q8

Additional Campaign Information (optional)

Campaign website (start with https://) http://www.hadeelfor46.com

Candidate name pronunciation Huh-DEEL Zjah-n

Candidate pronouns (ex: she/her) She/Her

Q9

Campaign Manager information (optional)

Manager first name Mario

Manager last name Falit-Baiamonte

Manager email mariofb808@gmail.com

Manager phone 206-512-9943

Q10

Campaign Treasurer information (optional)

Respondent skipped this question

Q11

Campaign Consultant information (optional)

Respondent skipped this question

Q12

Fundraiser / Fundraising Consultant / Finance Chair
information (optional)

Respondent skipped this question

Q13

Other Campaign Contact information (optional)

Respondent skipped this question

Q14

Other paid staff or full-time volunteers (optional)

Respondent skipped this question
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Q15

Ways people can support your campaign (all optional)

Respondent skipped this question

Q16

Additional campaign contact information (all optional)

TWITTER (start with https://twitter.com/) https://www.twitter.com/hadeelfor46

Q17

URL to HEADSHOT (optional, used for promotion if
endorsed)

Respondent skipped this question

Q18

I have read and understand the instructions at the beginning of this questionnaire.

Full legal name Hadeel Jeanne

Date May 20, 2022

Page 5: ALL CAMPAIGNS: Instructions
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Q19

Yes / No Questions

Yes / No

/
Qualified

Have you ever been a member of another political party? No

Have you ever failed to pay any taxes, court-ordered judgements, or former campaign staff salaries? No

Have you or your staff ever been found in violation of a Federal Election Commission, Public Disclosure Commission,

Seattle Ethics and Elections Commission, or Judicial Conduct Commission regulation?
No

Does your campaign have a code of conduct for staff and volunteers?  If not, are you willing to implement one? Yes

If you have paid campaign staff, would you support them joining a labor union? Yes

Are you willing to have yourself, your staff, or your peers participate in cultural competency, implicit bias, and anti-racism

training?
Yes

Are you willing to have yourself, your staff and your peers participate in training to understand and combat sexual

harassment?
Yes

Do you support the rights of all works to organize, collectively bargain, and strike without fear of retaliation?
Qualifie
d

Do you support the right of public workers - excluding military personnel - to bargain and strike? Yes

Q20

For any yes / no questions you answered "qualified" please explain:

I strongly support all workers to unionize, but have serious concerns about the power given to police unions and how they are used to 

shield police officers from accountability to their communities.

Page 7: ALL CANDIDATES: Candidate Background and Free Response
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Q21

Please briefly describe your background (education, employment, community and civic activity, labor union affiliation
etc.)

I was raised by a woman who never waited for permission to seize an opportunity and a lifetime union man who taught me that there is 

no such thing as unskilled labor. Being Palestinian has instilled in me a deep sense of justice and what’s right. As a mom to two, I am 
keenly aware of the gaps in society surrounding the growth and vibrance of our children.

I moved to Seattle 8 years ago to work at Nintendo, and later, I would go on to volunteer with GeekGirlCon to cultivate a safe space for 

marginalized communities who enjoy science fiction, fantasy, and STEM. I also ran a summer camp for Lake Washington Girls Middle 
School, where the students engaged in collaborative storytelling and art. I am deeply involved in Seattle’s family biking community and 

participate in ‘Kidical Mass’ in order to take back our streets for the safety of our littlest riders.

I decided to study history and labor studies at the University of Washington because I know what an important role history plays in the 
decisions we make in the present and hope to continue to study the history of labor and educational policy in graduate school.

Q22

Please describe your history of involvement (if any), in local, regional, and/or state politics with particular emphasis on
the last five years.

This year, in addition to filing to run for house representative, I joined my local 46th District Democrats and filed to run for Precinct 
Committee Officer. I have always paid attention to what is happening with the Seattle City Council as well as what’s going on in 

Olympia in the legislature and have supported candidates who align with my values. The failures in the 2022 session to pass 
legislation legalizing middle housing near transit, to require municipalities to incorporate Climate Change into their comprehensive 

planning, and the roll back of police reforms passed in 2021 were deeply disappointing and motivated me to run for this position. While 
at the University of Washington, I have had the opportunity to study educational policy and the purpose of public schools in our 

democracy. Learning about the history of the labor movement, much of which took place in Seattle, has given me a newfound 
appreciation for our workforce and I hope to be able to use what I’ve learned in Olympia to help craft legislation that will achieve our 

state’s educational goals and represent the best interests of our workers.

Q23

Position sought

WA State Representative

Q24

I understand that I may be asked to update this
questionnaire in the future for the campaign to be
considered for endorsement.

Respondent skipped this question

Page 8: ALL CANDIDATES: Position-specific Questions
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Q25

Yes / No Questions for Federal candidates

Respondent skipped this question

Q26

For any yes / no questions you answered "qualified"
please explain:

Respondent skipped this question

Q27

Which elements of the Build Back Better Act do you think
are the most important for our country?  How would you
achieve their enactment?

Respondent skipped this question

Q28

What voting rights / election practices must be available for
all voters in all 50 states and what will you do to make sure
those are available to all voters by the time of the 2024
Presidential Election?

Respondent skipped this question

Q29

Climate change is an urgent environmental and
humanitarian crisis in the US and around the world. How
would you use your office to enact aggressive measures
to mitigate climate change (while ensuring climate justice)
through various policy areas (e.g. environmental,
transportation, land use, regulatory policy), and what
specific policies have you supported?

Respondent skipped this question

Q30

How have you worked (and how will you continue to work)
for broader and more equitable access to health care?

Respondent skipped this question

Q31

Yes / No Questions

Respondent skipped this question

Q32

For any yes / no questions you answered "qualified"
please explain:

Respondent skipped this question

Page 11: WA SECRETARY OF STATE: Position-specific questions
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Q33

We know that there has been a long-standing issue in WA
state with ballots of Black and Hispanic/Latine individuals
being rejected at a higher rate than White individuals. What
policies should be enacted to address this issue and other
barriers to voting equity for marginalized communities?

Respondent skipped this question

Q34

There are many ways to undermine elections, particularly
disinformation campaigns intended to sow distrust in
results. What do we need to do to make our voting
process more robust against any such actions?

Respondent skipped this question

Q35

What cybersecurity system improvements need to be
made to ensure that all of the information under the
purview of the Secretary of State is protected from data
breaches or similar threats?

Respondent skipped this question

Q36

As Secretary of State what specific steps would you take
to encourage voter registration and how much of a priority
would you assign to these efforts?

Respondent skipped this question

Page 12: WA STATE LEGISLATURE: Position-specific questions
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Q37

Yes / No Questions

Yes / No /

Qualified

Do you support raising the statewide minimum wage? Yes

Do you support increased state funding for Sound Transit and other regional transit authorities? Yes

Do you support protecting school curriculum and school library collections from censorship? Yes

Do you accept that there is systemic racial bias in our criminal justice system that urgently needs to be addressed? Yes

Do you support abolition of the death penalty in WA state? Yes

Would you support additional funds and resources being allocated to resettled immigrant and refugee populations to

provide equitable access to healthcare and social services? 
Yes

Do you support robust access to broadband Internet for all? Yes

Do you support reinstating the right to vote to those who are currently incarcerated for a felony, as is done in Vermont? Yes

Do you support charter schools or vouchers for private school education? No

Do you support legislation that would allow WA legislative staff to collectively bargain? Yes

Do you support legislation that would require municipal elections be held in even years, which is when there is higher

voter turnout?
Yes

Do you support legislation to repeal the advisory votes implemented by Tim Eyman, which are confusing, non-binding,

and contributing to voter fatigue?
Yes

Q38

For any yes / no questions you answered "qualified"
please explain:

Respondent skipped this question
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Q39

Many individuals in WA have limited access to healthcare. What steps should the legislature take to ensure that all WA
residents have meaningful and equitable access to the care and prescriptions they need for their health?

The past two years have shown the urgent need for universal health care for all. I am excited that in 2021 the legislature passed SB 

5399 which established a Universal Health Care Commission to put our state on the path to universal health care. I commit to working 
to pass the recommendations in the committee’s report, due later this year.

Recent national events have focused my attention on the fact that after a spate of mergers over 40% of Hospital beds in Washington 

State are religiously affiliated, including many in the Seattle area. Some cities currently have no secular hospitals where patients can 
receive needed care. No one’s medical care should be subject to the religious beliefs of others, and we must work to stop further 

hospital mergers which drive up prices and prevent patients from accessing contraceptives, abortions, gender affirming, and end of life 
care.

Additionally, we must invest more in providing access to inpatient and outpatient mental health care for all. Every adult and child in 

Washington State deserves the ability to quickly receive the care they need to live whole and healthy lives.

Q40

Even with recent policies like the Clean Fuels Standard, we know that WA state is significantly behind on hitting its
carbon pollution goals for 2035. What climate action and environmental justice policies must the WA legislature adopt in
order to actually make progress against these goals and address the climate crisis with the urgency needed?

The Clean Fuels Standard and the Climate Commitment Act require work to ensure they make good on their promises to reduce 

carbon emissions. The cap and invest package is going through the rule making process and will require legislative oversight to ensure 
that the program reduces carbon emissions and avoids problems seen in California’s program. 

The Move Ahead WA transportation package includes spending on highway megaprojects that expand capacity we will not need in a 

future where we’ve met our climate goals. Move Ahead WA depends on the cap & invest revenue for the major gains in transit and 
active transportation, but those funds will be slow to arrive. We must push to front load investments in low carbon transportation, given 

that transportation is Washington’s #1 source of carbon emissions. 

We should reduce transportation emissions by making it easier for people to live closer to their jobs, schools, and communities 
through increased housing construction in existing urban centers. We should increase investments in regional high speed transit to 

encourage mode shift and increase mobility for people moving around the state. The HEAL Act requires that we address environmental 
inequities but current state transportation policy continues to destroy communities through highway expansion.
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Q41

What steps would you take to rebalance our tax code? Please explain the current system vs. your proposal as you
would to an average voter.

While the legislature passed a capital gains tax on the most wealthy, we are still taxing families and small businesses far more than 

we are taxing larger businesses and the wealthy people that own and run them. 

Regular families struggle to pay high sales and property taxes on unavoidable purchases and the need to own a home (or pay rent 
increases partly stemming from property taxes), but these taxes have no impact on the wealthy.

Large corporations have lobbied for decades to ensure they have carve outs that reduce their B&O and other taxes, while small 

businesses are burdened with higher taxes they can’t lobby their way out of. 

We must build on last session’s work by passing Rep. Noel Frame’s proposed wealth tax. I support reducing both the $1 billion 
exemption in the proposed wealth tax and the $250,000 capital gains tax exemption to raise more funds for needed services and 

ensure that not just the super rich pay their fair share. I also support a progressive income tax, and if the courts allow it will work to 
broaden the tax base sustainably by enacting progressive income taxes that can replace our current regressive sales & property tax 

regime.

Q42

As Democrats, we strive to create a more just and equitable world for all, especially including those communities that
have been historically marginalized. How will you center equity in the process of developing legislation, particularly that
which impacts individuals unlike yourself?

We have been given a unique and precious opportunity to witness and lift the voices of the previously unheard and now is the time to 

actively listen to what is being said by our most marginalized and vulnerable citizens. The first step to centering equity while 
developing legislation is to listen with open minds and act in solidarity with those in struggle, which we have not done and we have 

paid for that. Our refusal to listen has cost us a brilliant mind in legislator for the 37th Kirsten Harris-Talley who will not be seeking 
reelection due to having her concerns about policing legislation silenced and community ignored. 

The way we approach policing must be addressed and changed. So much justice-informed work went into HB1054 and HB1310 to 

improve interactions between police officers and community members with these bills, and HB 2037’s passing to undo all of that work 
was disappointing and continues to put our marginalized communities, who are more likely to be subject to police violence, at risk. 

Included in that demographic are our houseless neighbors, who are subject to horrific sweeps and the most recent legislation coming 
from Edmonds which has made sleeping outside illegal.
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Q43

In your view, what legislative change(s) would be the MOST impactful at reducing housing instability and improving
affordability while avoiding gentrification in both your legislative district and across the state?

To address our housing crisis we must immediately start building more housing. We have a fractured system for providing housing that 

makes it expensive to build any housing, much less housing people can afford. This forces some people to live on the streets and 
many more to live far away from their jobs, schools, and communities. 

We need to bring back Rep. Bateman’s missing middle housing bill and get it passed to ensure every community in Puget Sound is 

creating enough housing for all. Allowing wealthy enclaves to block multifamily housing in their neighborhood drives up prices 
everywhere and increases development pressure and gentrification in neighborhoods that have been disinvested in.

We must build on Rep. Macri and other legislators’ work to protect renters who cannot afford to buy million dollar homes and want to 

stay close to their jobs and communities. Both California and Oregon have passed statewide rent stabilization legislation in recent 
years, and Washington needs to catch up, using those states’ legislation as a starting point. We must also increase our investments in

permanent supportive housing and more rapid housing solutions for those most vulnerable.

Q44

Describe the progress of your campaign and campaign
goals. What is your plan to win? If you have received
endorsements, please list them here.

Respondent skipped this question

Q45

Ratings and Endorsements

Respondent skipped this question

Q46

Please describe your legal background and experience?
What pro bono work have you done in the last 5 years?
(please list)

Respondent skipped this question

Q47

What do you believe are the most important qualifications
and qualities for justices and judges? What is your
experience serving as a judge/justice, pro tem, or within
the judicial system and how will this inform your
perspective on the bench?

Respondent skipped this question

Q48

How would you further equity and access to justice for all
in the legal system? Provide specific examples of what
you have done or commit to doing to further this goal.

Respondent skipped this question

Page 13: WA STATE SUPREME COURT AND COURT OF APPEALS: Position-specific questions
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Q49

Judges are expected to fairly apply the law and perform all
duties without bias or prejudice. Please provide examples
when you have realized and self-checked your privilege
and/or bias or encouraged others to point out to you your
own implicit biases?

Respondent skipped this question

Q50

How do you balance the judicial principle of stare decisis,
or adherence to precedent, with a rapidly changing society
and advancements in racial, economic, social and climate
justice?

Respondent skipped this question

Q51

Describe the progress of your campaign and campaign
goals. What is your plan to win? If you have received
endorsements, please list them here.

Respondent skipped this question

Q52

Are there any changes you would make to the King
County Prosecuting Attorney’s (KCPAO) office? (please
provide examples of current practices and specific
changes, if any).

Respondent skipped this question

Q53

The KCPAO has helped implement a number of
alternatives to traditional prosecution and incarceration in
recent years. List those changes and how would you build
on this work?

Respondent skipped this question

Q54

The KCPAO publishes its filing and disposition standards
for the public to see how the office exercises its
prosecutorial discretion in criminal cases. How will you
ensure that the charging decisions and case resolutions
are equitable for Black, Indigenous, and communities of
color, marginalized, and vulnerable communities?

Respondent skipped this question

Q55

Under your leadership, how would the KCPAO’s pretrial
detention and/or bail policies and practices change, if at
all?

Respondent skipped this question

Page 14: KING COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY: Position-specific questions
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Q56

Under your leadership, what role would the KCPAO play in
addressing the housing, homelessness and mental health
crisis in King County?

Respondent skipped this question

Q57

Describe the progress of your campaign and campaign
goals. What is your plan to win? If you have received
endorsements, please list them here.

Respondent skipped this question

Q58

Ratings and Endorsements

Respondent skipped this question

Q59

Please describe your legal background and experience?
What pro bono work have you done in the last 5 years?
(please list)

Respondent skipped this question

Q60

What do you believe are the most important qualifications
and qualities for justices and judges? What is your
experience serving as a judge/justice, pro tem, or within
the judicial system and how will this inform your
perspective on the bench?

Respondent skipped this question

Q61

How would you further equity and access to justice for all
in the legal system? Provide specific examples of what
you have done or commit to doing to further this goal.

Respondent skipped this question

Q62

Judges are expected to fairly apply the law and perform all
duties without bias or prejudice. Please provide examples
when you have realized and self-checked your own
privilege and/or bias or encouraged others to point out to
you your own implicit biases?

Respondent skipped this question

Page 15: KING COUNTY AND MUNICIPAL TRIAL COURTS: Position-specific questions
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Q63

How would you address the disproportionate impact of
sentencing, punishment, and incarceration in the criminal
legal system on Black, Indigenous, and Communities of
Color, marginalized, and other vulnerable communities and
how would you work to address it? Please provide specific
examples (alternatives to incarceration, bail reform, etc.)

Respondent skipped this question

Q64

I, candidate, affirm that all the information provided in response to this questionnaire is true, complete and correct, to the
best of my ability, and that no relevant matter has been omitted.  (Use Prev and Next buttons to review.)

Candidate full name (as signature) Hadeel Jeanne

Date May 20, 2022

Q65

Information in this questionnaire was input by:

Candidate

Q66

(If information input by someone other than candidate) I
affirm that all responses were reviewed and approved by
the candidate.  (Use Prev and Next buttons to review.)

Respondent skipped this question

Q67

Share with King County Democrats (required if requesting
endorsement)

King County Democrats may post this questionnaire to
a password-protected folder for access by King County
Democrats Endorsements Committee members,
Executive Board, and anyone else required to be
eligible for endorsement by the King County Democrats.

Q68

Share with LD Dems and Young Dems Endorsement
Committee members (optional, may save time if your
campaign is seeking LD Dems and Young Dems
endorsements)

King County Democrats may share this questionnaire to
a password-protected folder for access by members of
the Endorsements Committees of Legislative District
(LD) Democratic organizations and Young Democrats
(YD) organizations.

Q69

Share with PCOs and/or Members (optional)

Democratic organizations overlapping the jurisdiction
of my campaign whose rules require sharing
questionnaire responses to Precinct Committee Officers
(PCOs) or Membership for a candidate to be eligible for
endorsement may share this questionnaire with those
groups.
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Q70

Share with Public (optional)

Democratic organizations overlapping the jurisdiction
of my campaign whose rules require sharing
questionnaire responses publicly may share this
questionnaire publicly.

Q71

Email PDF Copy

Please email a copy of my completed submission to the
campaign email address. I understand it may take 24-72
hours (or more) for my completed submission to be
emailed.


